QTS Architects Residential Design: a Selection of Work

Background information on QTS Architects
QTS Architects have worked on a wide range of projects, from residential to multimillion dollar
international projects, our focus being predominantly, but not exclusively, on the hotel and tourism
industry.
The Oubaai Boutique Hotel has just been awarded the World Luxury Hotel Award for Best Luxury Golf
Resort for 2012. QTS has also won an Award of Merit in 1985 from South African Institute of Architects
for the Berg & Dal Rest Camp, Kruger National Park.
At QTS we do not have a specific signature design style ‐ we believe that architecture should be driven
by a design language that is formalistically and stylistically less predictable. In a world of mass
production and trend we prefer that each design project generates its own style and planning response
to the varying factors of client brief, context (both geographic & social) and economy. It is more
important that the creation of human friendly and legible spaces contribute to the positive experience
of a building for the end user.
This is only one aspect of a building however and central to all good design, is also cost, space and
energy efficient design solutions. It is this well balanced design product that QTS Architects strive to
achieve for each project. We have grown our project repertoire in the last couple of years to also
include residential, certainly the most involved and satisfying of project types.
Our most recent residential projects are represented here. Please feel free to visit our company web
page (QTSarchitects.com) where more detailed residential and other project listings may be found.
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Stillbosch Estate Concept house Design
The Stillbosch Estate concept house: nestled effortlessly within its surroundings ensuring privacy yet
also capitalizing on the luxuries of open space and views that the Stillbosch Estate provides.
The house is arranged around a central entertainment space with all of the living rooms and bedrooms
arranged to take advantage of the views, a seamless transition from internal spaces to the picturesque
landscape – outdoor living at its best.
Large overhangs and planted roofs ensure that the house is comfortable to live in while blending
sensitively with its environment.

House Geringer
This is a 3D visualization of House Geringer, currently under construction in Groenkloof, Pretoria.

House Rakumakwe
This is a 3D visualization of House Rakumakwe, currently under construction in Lombardy Estate,
Pretoria.

